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During the July 2014 Revenue and Transportation Interim Committee meeting, the committee
asked for a presentation regarding how Senate Bill No. 282 (2013) was structured. This
memorandum provides a summary of the current Montana individual income tax structure in
order to show how it differs from Senate Bill No. 282. It then describes some of the changes that
were proposed in the enrolled version of Senate Bill No. 282 during the 2013 Legislative
Session.

i NOTE: This memorandum provides a cursory overview of the manner in which income
taxes are determined at the federal and state level. However, a more detailed
understanding of how income taxes are calculated may be beneficial. Detailed
information regarding income tax calculations is contained in a 38-page staff report to
this committee entitled Individual Income Tax in the United States and Montana: A
Roadmap for Future Committee Decisions on House Joint Resolution 13 (2011).

Starting Points

Most states use the federal income tax system as a starting point for calculating the amount of
taxes payable to the state treasury. (See Exhibit A.) This allows taxpayers to copy a single line
from IRS Form 1040 that contains a great deal of information, while at the same time giving
states assurances of accuracy. It also makes enforcement easier since IRS audits can trigger state
audits and adjustments. States typically use one of two aspects of IRS Form 1040 as a starting
point, including federal adjusted gross income (AGI) and federal taxable income (FTI).

i Montana uses federal AGI as a starting point.
i Senate Bill No. 282 used FTI as a starting point.
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For tax year 2013 the Internal Revenue Code1 (I.R.C.) was referenced more than 30 times in
Montana's Individual Income Tax Code (Title 15, chapter 30, MCA). When a reference appears
to a specific provision of the Internal Revenue Code it encompasses "those provisions as they
may be otherwise labeled or further amended." § 15-30-2101, MCA. Additionally, in the event a
term is not defined in Montana law "the term has the same meaning as it does when used in a
comparable context in the Internal Revenue Code". § 15-30-2620(2), MCA. 

Montana's Current Approach

Montana enacted a graduated income tax in 1933 during the Great Depression, and it is currently
the largest source of state tax revenue. Montana follows the majority of state taxing jurisdictions
by using federal AGI as the first starting point to calculate state income tax liability. According to
the Federation of Tax Administrators, the District of Columbia and 28 states use this approach.
(See Exhibit A.) Since federal AGI does not include exemptions and standard deductions (or
itemized deductions for taxpayers that use Schedule A), these states have flexibility to enact their
own exemptions and deductions or they can follow federal law. By using federal AGI as the
starting point, whenever Congress adds another exclusion or above-the-line deduction, the same
feature can automatically appear (i.e., rolling conformity) in the state returns without any action
from the Legislature. 

Step 1: Montana Gross Income Calculation

The Montana income tax starts by adopting the federal concept of gross income. Pursuant to 
§ 15-30-2101, MCA, gross income means "the taxpayer's gross income for federal income tax
purposes as defined in section 61 of the Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C. 61) or as that section
may be labeled or amended, excluding unemployment compensation included in federal gross
income under the provisions of section 85 of the Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C. 85) as
amended." The federal definition of gross income is comprehensive. Likewise, the Montana
definition of gross income is comprehensive.

Step 2: Montana Adjusted Gross Income and Exemptions

Using federal AGI as the starting point for the calculation of state income tax liability leads to an
important question: What is federal AGI? Section 62(a) of the I.R.C. defines AGI as gross
income minus certain specific deductions, most of which contain restrictions that are detailed in
other code sections. The deductions listed in section 62 are often referred to as "above-the-line"
deductions. One of the easiest ways to understand federal AGI is to look lines 23 - 35 of IRS
Form 1040.

1The Internal Revenue Code is codified in Title 26 of the United States Code.
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The Montana definition of adjusted gross income has evolved substantially since 1933. Pursuant
to § 15-30-2110, MCA, except as otherwise provided "adjusted gross income is the taxpayer's
federal adjusted gross income as defined in section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C.
62". However, there are multiple items that are specifically included in Montana AGI regardless
of what Congress does. The Montana additions appear on lines 1 through 16 of Montana
Individual Income Tax Form 2, Schedule I.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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According to the DOR's Biennial Report, some Montana additions to federal AGI were used
regularly, while other additions were used sparingly. The Biennial Report (page 60) contains the
following statistics based on full-year residents' returns:
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There are also multiple items that are specifically subtracted in Montana AGI regardless of what
Congress does. The Montana subtractions appear on lines 1 through 34 of Montana Individual
Income Tax Form 2, Schedule II.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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According to the DOR's Biennial Report, some Montana subtractions from federal AGI were
used regularly, while other subtractions were used sparingly. The Biennial Report (page 60)
contains the following statistics based on full-year residents' returns:

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Section 15-30-2110, MCA, is a lengthy provision that has been amended 52 times since 1933.  It
is also a provision that can have a big impact on tax policy, what taxpayers pay, and general fund
revenue.

Step 3: Montana Itemized vs. Montana Standard Deduction

Similar to the federal income tax, Montana allows taxpayers to choose between itemized
deductions or a standard deduction.  Generally Montana income tax will be less if a taxpayer
takes the larger of the itemized deductions or the standard deduction. The determination of what
is allowed for purposes of claiming itemized deductions starts out with a reference to the federal
tax code. Pursuant to § 15-30-2131, MCA, the items referred to in I.R.C. sections 161 and 211
are deductible, with some exceptions. Additionally, Montana taxpayers are allowed to take some
deductions regardless of what Congress does. The following deductions are not allowed as
itemized deductions (computing net income), regardless of what Congress does:
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(1) Personal, living, or family expenses (§§ 15-30-2131(1)(a)(i), 15-30-2133(1), MCA);
(2) Any amount paid out for new buildings or for permanent improvements or

betterments made to increase the value of any property or estate                              
(§§ 15-30-2131(1)(a)(i), 15-30-2133(2), MCA);

(3) Any amount expended in restoring property or in making good the exhaustion of the
property for which an allowance is or has been made (§§ 15-30-2131(1)(a)(i),
15-30-2133(3), MCA);

(4) Premiums paid on any life insurance policy covering the life of any officer or
employee or of any person financially interested in any trade or business carried on by
the taxpayer when the taxpayer is directly or indirectly a beneficiary under the policy
(§§ 15-30-2131(1)(a)(i), 15-30-2133(4), MCA);

(5) Expenses that are generally associated with the production of exempt or excludable
income (§§ 15-30-2131(1)(a)(i), 15-30-2133(5), MCA);

(6) State income taxes paid (§ 15-30-2131(1)(a)(ii), MCA); and
(7) A charitable contribution using a charitable gift annuity unless the annuity is a

qualified charitable gift annuity under Montana law (§§ 15-30-2131(1)(a)(v),
33-20-701, MCA).

The following deductions are allowed as itemized deductions (computing net income), regardless
of what Congress does:

(1) Federal income tax paid within the tax year, not to exceed $5,000 for each taxpayer
filing singly, head of household, or married filing separately or $10,000 if married and
filing jointly (§ 15-30-2131(1)(b), MCA);

(2) Subject to a variety of limitations, expenses of household and dependent care services
(§ 15-30-2131(1)(c), MCA);

(3) Political contributions determined in accordance with the provisions of section 218(a)
and (b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (now repealed) that were in effect for
the tax year that ended December 31, 1978 (§ 15-30-2131(1)(d), MCA);

(4) That portion of expenses for organic fertilizer and inorganic fertilizer produced as a
byproduct and not otherwise deducted in computing taxable income                          
(§ 15-30-2131(1)(e), MCA);

(5) Subject to conditions, contributions to the child abuse and neglect prevention program
(§ 15-30-2131(1)(f), MCA);

(6) The entire amount of premium payments made by the taxpayer, except premiums
deducted in determining Montana adjusted gross income, or for which a credit was
claimed for qualified elderly care expenses (§ 15-30-2131(1)(g), MCA);

(7) Montana light vehicle registration fees (§ 15-30-2131(1)(h), MCA);
(8) Montana per capita livestock fees (§ 15-30-2131(1)(i), MCA);
(9) Donations to the veterans' services account and the state veterans' cemetery program

and the patriotic license plate surcharge (§ 15-30-2142, MCA).
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According to the DOR's Biennial Report, some Montana itemized deductions were used
regularly, while other itemized deductions were used sparingly. The Biennial Report (page 61)
contains the following statistics based on full-year residents' returns:

Step 4: Montana Personal Exemptions

Similar to the federal income tax, Montana allows taxpayers to claim personal exemptions. 
Pursuant to § 15-30-2114, MCA, the personal exemption is adjusted for inflation and is
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calculated by multiplying the dollar amount of the exemption by the number of exemptions (i.e.,
taxpayer, spouse, children, dependents, additional exemption for age 65 and above, additional
exemption for blind). Taking the inflation factor into account, the personal exemption in tax year
2013 was $2,280.

Step 5: Calculate Montana Taxable Income

Pursuant to § 15-30-2101, MCA, Montana taxable income means "the adjusted gross income of a
taxpayer less the deductions and exemptions provided for" under the Montana tax code. As such,
taxable income is calculated using Montana AGI, the higher of itemized deductions or the
standard deduction, and allowable personal exemptions.

Step 6: Montana Tax Calculation.

Montana uses a single rate structure for all taxpayers, regardless of filing status.  The rate
structure is modified by the DOR on a yearly basis by the inflation factor for the tax year, as
rounded to the nearest $100.   Montana's rate structure is progressive, since taxpayers with higher
incomes pay a higher percentage of their income in tax. However, unlike the federal brackets
Montana's rates max out at a fairly low level of taxable income. The easiest way to calculate total
Montana tax is to use the tax tables published by the DOR. These tables have already taken into
account the progressive rates of tax and the inflation factor. Montana's tax table for tax year 2013
was as follows:
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Step 7:  Montana Tax Credits

Similar to federal income taxes, the final computation deals with applying Montana tax credits
and payments made through withholdings or estimated payments toward the tax in order to
determine the size of the refund or the amount of money due. In some situations a tax credit can
reduce tax dollar for dollar. Also, unlike deductions, when Congress adds another federal tax
credit it does not generally appear automatically as a credit for Montana individual income tax
purposes. 

Tax credits can be separated into three categories: nonrefundable credits with no carryover,
nonrefundable credits with a carryover, and refundable credits. When a credit is nonrefundable, a
taxpayer can only offset tax liability with the credit. In the event tax liability is less than the
amount of the credit, a refund will not be issued and the taxpayer cannot reduce tax liability
below zero. However, if a nonrefundable credit has a carryover provision, the taxpayer may be
able to utilize the remaining portion of the credit in another tax year. Moreover, if a tax credit is
refundable the taxpayer may actually receive a refund in situations where tax liability is less than
the amount of the credit. Some Montana tax credits are used frequently while other credits are
not as popular. The following charts from the Biennial Report (p. 63 and p. 266 of the tax
expenditure report) shed light on how often credits are used and their corresponding impact on
the general fund. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Taxable Income as the Starting Point -- Senate Bill No. 282 Approach

According to the Federation of Tax Administrators, eight states use federal taxable income (FTI)
as the first starting point to calculate state income tax liability. (See Exhibit A.) This approach
gives states the ability to rely on the same exemptions and deductions that were claimed at the
federal level. Additionally, state taxpayers automatically receive the benefit of federal
inflationary adjustments (Montana has a statutory adjustment for inflation based on an inflation
factor as defined in § 15-30-2101, MCA).

This leads to the important question of what is FTI? Section 63 of the I.R.C. defines FTI as gross
income minus the deductions allowed by chapter 1 of the I.R.C. (other than the standard
deduction). One of the easiest ways to understand FTI is to look lines 38 - 43 of IRS Form 1040. 

Form 1040, Line 40 -- To Itemize, or Not to Itemize

In calculating FTI, a taxpayer starts out with federal AGI (line 38), and a taxpayer is given the
choice to take the itemized deductions or the standard deduction (line 40).  In most cases federal
income tax will be less if a taxpayer takes the larger of the itemized deductions or the standard
deduction. If a taxpayer does not itemize, then in standard deduction amount is listed in the left
hand margin of Form 1040. Itemized deductions are claimed on IRS Form 1040 - Schedule A:
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Form 1040, Line 42 -- Personal Exemption

In calculating FTI, most taxpayers are allowed to offset income with a personal exemption (line
42).  As the name implies, a taxpayer is exempt from paying income tax on a certain amount of
income.  The personal exemption is adjusted for inflation and is calculated by multiplying the
dollar amount of the exemption by the number of exemptions (i.e., taxpayer, spouse, children,
dependents). For example, a family of four would be entitled to an exemption of $15,600 ($3,900
x 4) in tax year 2013.  In the past this exemption has been subject to a phaseout amount whereby
a taxpayer with AGI above a "threshold amount" of $150,000 would face a reduction in the
exemption.  The personal exemption is essentially a floor that ensures that a taxpayer will not be
taxed unless income is greater than the exemption.

Form 1040, Line 43 -- Taxable Income

Taxable income is calculated using AGI, the higher of itemized deductions or the standard
deduction, and allowable personal exemptions.  For example taxable income for a family of four
filing a married filing joint return with $100,000 AGI and $20,000 in itemized deductions would
be calculated as follows:

AGI:   $100,000

Minus: Itemized Deduction - $  20,000 (the standard Deduction was
  $12,200 in 2013)

Minus: Personal Exemptions  - $ 15,600 ($3,900 x 4 in 2013)

TAXABLE INCOME = $ 64,400

Senate Bill No. 282 -- Highlights

The following are some highlights regarding the enrolled version of Senate Bill No. 282:

! Section 1 is a new section that is the heart of the bill (along with the definitions in section
7).  Similar to eight other states, [section 1] provides that FTI (Form 1040, line 43) is the
starting point, with limited adjustments.

! Section 1(2) provides that certain items are added back into the definition of FTI. These
items include income that may be exempt under federal law but is still taxable in
Montana (i.e., bonds from another state).

! Section 1(3) provides that certain items that are included in FTI are subtracted out of the
definition for state tax purposes in order to make the items exempt under Montana law.
The Senate Taxation Committee added exemptions for pension and annuity income and
an additional election for taxpayers age 65 or older.
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! Section 15-30-2110, MCA, which uses federal AGI (with various additions and
subtractions to federal AGI) was repealed.

! Section 7 amends various definition in § 15-30-2101, MCA, in order to facilitate the
changes. For example, on page 13 there is a new definition for Montana taxable income
that cites back to section 1.  Additionally, section 9 amends § 15-30-2103, MCA, by
imposing a tax on "Montana taxable income".

! The filing status definitions in § 15-30-2101, MCA, mirrored federal law, which set the
framework for repealing married filing separate on the same form. For example: 

• "Head of household" (§ 15-30-2101(11), MCA);
• "Joint return" (§ 15-30-2101(15), MCA);
• "Married individual" (§ 15-30-2101(20), MCA); and
• "Surviving Spouse" (§ 15-30-2101(34), MCA).

! All sections that used AGI were amended or repealed, since the bill used FTI as the
starting point.

• Montana-specific itemized deductions were eliminated by the repeal of §
15-30-2131, MCA, and the Montana standard deduction was eliminated by
the repeal of § 15-30-2132, MCA.

! Section 9 amends § 15-30-2103, MCA, by striking the seven brackets under existing law
and adding two brackets. Additionally, there are different rates, depending on filing
status, and a rate reduction of 1.5% for capital gain income (instead of the existing 2%
capital gains credit).

! Section 11 amends § 15-30-2113, MCA, and requires the same filing status as the federal
return. However, there is an escape clause for nonresident filers.

! Section 12 amends § 15-30-2151, MCA, and follows federal law for estates and trusts.
! Section 27 reduces the corporate income tax rate from 6 ¾% to 6.5% and the water's edge

from 7% to 6.75%.
! Section 57 is the repealer that generally deletes:

• Statutes that were needed for Montana adjusted gross income calculations; and
• Various tax credits and deductions (see the Fiscal Note for more detail). Some of

the tax credits (and deductions) that were repealed in Senate Bill No. 282 include:
� Empowerment Zone Credit;
� Credit for Energy-conserving Investments;
� Alternative Fuel Conversion Credit;
� Capital Gain Exclusion from Sale of Mobile Home Park;
� New or Expanded Industry Credit;
� Deduction for Purchase of Montana-produced Organic or

Inorganic Fertilizer;
� Geothermal Heating System Credit;
� Alternative Energy Production Credit;
� Mineral Exploration Credit;
� Recycling Credit and Deduction;
� Biodiesel Credits; and
� Contractor's Gross Receipts Tax Credit.
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! Section 58 is a transition paragraph that allows carryforwards if they were allowed under 
existing law before repeal.

! Section 59 is a transition paragraph that gives a taxpayer an option to make an election to
account for items that are different under federal and state  law. This includes passive
activity losses, capital losses, IRA conversion, Net Operating Losses, adjusted basis for
assets,  liabilities with different adjusted basis, and Montana refunds.

CL0425 4232JCQa.
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EXHIBIT A
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